ASL Interpreting and/or CART Services

- ASL Interpreter: Lindsey Solberg Herbel, North Dakota School for the Deaf/Resource Center Deaf and Hard of Hearing, herbellrs@gmail.com, 701-540-7683
- ASL Interpreter: Renae Bitner, North Dakota School for the Deaf/Resource Center Deaf and Hard of Hearing, rlbitner@gmail.com, 328-3988

- ASL Interpreting Services, Phone: (763) 478-8963, www.aslis.com

- Karen Skow, RMR,CRR,CRC, CMRS - Freelance CART provider Access Resource CART and Captioning Service, 507-327-1080, Karen@access-resource.com

- ACS, https://www.acscaptions.com/services/cart-services-live-captioning/, 800-335-0911